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1mportant Instructions:
• Answer all questions
• No clarification to any of the questions shall be provided during examination. In case of

any doubt, you can make any suitable assumptions you feel is absolutely necessary, but
please write down your assumptions clearly.

• All answers should be brief and concise. Lengthy and irrelevant answers wiIJ be penalized.

1. Represent the following using a class diagram: A directory contains many files. A directory
can also contain many subdirectories, but can atmost have one parent directory. [3]

2. Represent the following using a suitalble UML class diagram: Many students enrol in a
course. A student can enrol in at least one and upto five courses. Each student has a name
and a roll number. In any course, an enrolled student is uniquely identified by his/her roll
number. Write Java code that can be inferred from your class diagram. [2+2]

3. Write the Java code for the class B based on what can be inferred from the following
sequence diagram. [4]
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4. Develop the use case model for the following web-based Inventory Management System
(IMS). You need not provide a text description for your use case diagram. [5]

Using INS, the store keeper should be able to view the specific products that are in stock. INS should allow the
store keeper to generate an indent for the goods whose stock falls below a predefined threshold. To generate an
invoice, the store keeper must first log in. The sales personnel use a separate sales management software (SNS) for
carrying out sales transactions. When a sales transaction on the sales management software (SNS) completes, a
reduce inventory function of the INS is automatically invoked by SNS. When supply for any goods arrives, the store
keeper should be able to update the inventory in INS. The store keeper should be able to generate a report
summarizing daily transactions carried out over the day.

5. Develop the class diagram for the following problem. Write the Java skeletal code
corresponding to your class diagram. [3+3]

A hospital employs many doctors and many patients are registered with the hospital. A patient can take an
appointment with any of the doctors of the hospital on any specific date and at specific time. A patient can have
multiple appointments even with the same doctor and even on the same day.



6. Develop a sequence diagram to depict the interaction among various objects that takes place
when the doPayroll method is invoked for the following Java code. [6]

public class Payrall {
private PayroliDB itsPayrollDB;
private PayraliDisposition its Disposition;
public void doPayroliO {

List employeeList = itsPayroIlDB.getEmployeeListO;
for (Iterator iterator = employeeList.iteratorO; iterator.hasNextO;) {
String id = (String) iterator.nextO;
Employee e = itsPayroIlDB.getEmployee(id);
if (e. isPayDay(» {

double pay = e.calculatePayO;
double deductions = e.caiculateDeductionsO;
itsDisposition.sendPayment(pay - deductions);

7. Develop a sequence diagram to model the interactions among various objects that takes
place when the main method of the BridgePattern class (whose code is given below) is
invoked: [8]

class BridgePattern {
public static void main(String[] args) {

Shape[] shapes = new Shape[]{
new CircieShape(l, 2, 3), new CircieShape(5, 7, 11)}
for (Shape shape : shapes) {

shape. resizeByPercentage(2. 5);
shape.drawO;

}
}

class CircieShape implements Shape {
private double x, y, radius;
public CircieShape(double x, double y, double radiusX

this.x = x; this.y = y; this. radius = radius;

public void drawO { }
public void resizeByPercentage(double pet) {

radius *= pet;

8. Develop a UML activity diagram to model the process of booking a room in a hotel that
provides facility for on-line room booking as described below. [8]

When a customer needs a room on some specific dates, he first checks whether any suitable room is available in
the hotel on those dates. If a room is available, then he enters his personal data such as name, telephone number,
address, ete. He also enters his credit card information. The system sends a request to the credit card database to
check whether enough credit is available to pay the hotel bills. At the same time a message is sent out to the
Police database to check if the customer is listed as a bad character. After getting favourable replies to both the
queries, the system proceeds to book the room in the hotel database and displays a confirmation message to the
cutomer.
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9. Consider the following description about the academic set up of a certain Institute. This
description forms a part of the requirements specification document that has been prepared
for automating the clerical activities associated with the academic activities of the Institute.
Develop a class diagramfor modelling the academic set up of the Institute. [10]

Some instructors are professors, while others have job title adjunct professor. Departments offer many courses, but a
course may be offered either by either a single Department or jointly by two departments. Courses are taught by
instructors, who may teach upto three courses. Instructors are assigned to one department. But, some instructors
are given joint appointment in two Departments. One of the instructors of a Department also serves as the Head
of the department.

10. Consider the following informal requirements that has been gathered for the development
of an e-commerce application:

A customer can create "service requests" on-line. The various types of service requests include: query goods,
purchase goods, and several account-related requests such as open and close account, deposit money, receive
payment, reopen account, or resume an account. An account can be opened by a customer by depositing Rs.
10,000/- and filling up the necessary forms on-line; on completion of these two steps an account number is
assigned to the customer and the balance in the account is made RI. 10,000/-. Purchase requests are allowed only
on open accounts, subject to the restriction that the account balance must exceed the amount of purchase or at
most fall short by Rs. 1000/-. Whenever an account close request is made, the balance amount in the account is
refunded to the customer by transferring this sum to the customer's bank account. An account cannot be closed if
there is money owed on it; in which case, if sufficient amount of money is deposited into it so that money. is no
longer owed on it, the account can be closed. A closed account can be reopened by paying at least Rs. 5,000 into
the account and issuing a reopen request. A suspended account may have service resumed by a resume request,
only if there is no money owed on it. An account will automatically get suspended if money is owed and the
required amount has not been deposited for 3 months, in which case a payment reminder letter will also be sent.
Payment reminder letters are sent at the end of the 4th & 5th months, if the required money has not been
deposited by the customer by that time. At the end of 6 months, the account becomes delinquent, and may never
be reopened, but of course the customer can pay his or her debt to permanently close the account.

(a) Develop a state model for the account class. [10 Marks]
(b) Write skeletal Java code that can be inferred from the Account class state model that you

have developed for the part (a) of this question. [5 Marks]

11. liT students' Hall Management Center (HMC) has requested us to develop a software to
automate various book-keeping activities associated with its day to day operations. From the
following description of the requirements for the HMC software, develop use case model,
domain model, and the sequence diagram for the compute hostel dues use case. [8+8+5]

After a student takes admission, he/she would present a note from the admission unit to the clerk at HMC, along
with a form filled with his/her name, permanent address, contact telephone number, and a photograph. He/she is
then allotted a hall, and also a specific room number. A letter indicating the allotted room should be printed out
to be given to the concerned student.

Students incur mess charges every month depending on the number of meals that they consume over a month. The
mess manager would input to the software the total amount chargeable to each student in a month on mess
account.
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Each room has a fixed room rent, but the room rent depends on the exact room type and the Hall. The rooms
are either single-seated or twin-sharing. The newly constructed halls have higher rent compared to some of the
older halls. Twin sharing rooms have lower rent. The HHC chairman enters the room rents for the different types of
rooms. He should also be able to revise the room rents whenever required.

Each hall provides certain amenities to the students such as reading rooms, play rooms, TV room, ete. A fixed
amount is levied on each student on this count. This amount is estimated and entered by the HHC chairman at
the beginning of an academic year.

The estimated due from a student towards the residence and mess charges for a semester is computed at the start
of a semester, which the student can see using a web browser. At the end of a semester, the difference between
the actual bill amount for the semester and the paid amount is computed. The balance amount (+ve or -Vel is
adjusted in the next semester's dues. The total amount collected from each student of a hall towards mess charges,
and the due amount is handed over to the concerned mess manager every month. For this, the computer needs to
print a sheet indicating the total amount due to each mess manager. Printed cheques are issued to each manager
and their signatures are obtained on the receipt sheet.

The HMC receives an annual grant from the Institute for upkeep of the halls, gardens, and providing certain
general amenities to the students. The HHC chairman should be provided with a functionality that would support
distribution of the grant among the different halls and cheques should be printed based on the grants made to the
halls. The Wardens of different halls should be able to enter their expenditure details against this allocation.

The HMC incurs petty expenses such as repair works carried out, stationery, ete. It should be possible to enter
these expenses and it should be debited from its yearly grant. The HMC chairman should be able to view at any
time the statement of accounts. The HMC chairman would take a print out of the annual consolidated statement of
accounts, sign and submit it to the Institute administration for approval and audit verification.

---The End---
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